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Abstract This study assessed the electrode position in
cochlear implant patients and evaluated the extent to which
the electrode position is determinative in the electrophysiological functioning of the cochlear implant system. Five
consecutively implanted adult patients received a multichannel cochlear implant. In all patients, the electrical
impedance and the electrically evoked compound action
potentials were recorded immediately after implantation.
Multislice computer tomography was performed 6 weeks
postoperatively before switch-on of the cochlear implant.
The electrode position relative to the modiolus was
assessed and correlated to the electrophysiological measurements. All electrodes were fully inserted; this was conWrmed by computer tomography. The individual electrode
distance toward the modiolus could be most precisely analyzed for the basal part of the electrode array. It was thus
decided to study the data of electrodes one, four, and seven.
No correlation was found between electrical impedance and
electrode distance. A signiWcant correlation was found
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between electrode distance and the electrically evoked
compound action potentials, with a 96% probability using
Kendall’s rank correlation. We conclude that the electrode–
modiolus distance is of importance to the stimulation of
auditory nerve Wbers. Future developments in imaging will
further improve and reWne our insight in the relation
between electrode positioning.
Keywords Cochlear implant · Evoked potentials ·
Neural response telemetry · Electric impedance ·
Computer tomography

Introduction
In cochlear implant patients, a large proportion of the success or failure depends on the transfer of stimulating signals
from the electrode toward the auditory nerve Wbers. An
important aspect of the electrode design is electrical impedance, which depends on electrode surface area, morphological processes, and electrochemical processes initiated by
electrical stimulation. The development of a new generation of cochlear implant devices as well as modern surgical
techniques has, to a great extent, been aimed at improving
stimulus-transferring mechanisms. In line with this trend, in
the past years, the development of electrode arrays has been
focused on the ‘modiolus-hugging’ type of electrodes. The
advantages of these so-called perimodiolar designs include
lower stimulation levels, a larger dynamic range, better
channel separation, and improvement of speech understanding [1–3]. Despite the advantages of perimodiolar
designs, concern about post-implant meningitis has
prompted studies reassessing the electrode position after
implantation [4]. Thus, there are multiple incentives to
strive for an exact documentation of the position of the
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individual electrode in relation to cochlear structures and
the insertion depth of the electrode array [5].
The aim of this study is Wrst to meticulously assess the
electrode position in cochlear implant recipients. Formerly,
the plain X-ray Stenvers projection was used, but for obvious reasons this method has been abandoned [6, 7]. The
study considers the beneWts of high-resolution CT (HRCT)
scanning as a more exact method to visualize the structures
of the temporal bone. The advantages of HRCT include the
elimination of respiratory misregistration, decrease of other
motion artifacts, and an obvious improvement in patient
comfort by reducing the examination time [8]. The main
disadvantage of HRCT in the postoperative assessment of a
cochlear implant is image degradation, due to partial voluming and the metallic artifacts that may interfere with the
visibility of individual electrodes [7, 9, 10]. We recently
demonstrated the feasibility of imaging the electrode position within the intracochlear spaces on both an implanted
temporal bone and a fresh human cadaver head [11]. So we
assume that locating the electrode will be possible with
HRCT and that this visualization will allow us to measure
the distance to important landmarks in the cochlea, such as
the modiolus. Therefore, this study was expected to achieve
a standardized HRCT-based assessment of the distance
between the electrode and the modiolus.
The second aim of this study is to investigate the possible relations between this morphological parameter and
electrophysiological characteristics, that is the electrical
impedance (EI) and the electrically evoked compound
action potential (ECAP), as measured with neural response
telemetry (NRT). The NRT system has become an easy-touse tool for measuring the ECAP generated by the auditory
nerve following electrical stimulation of the cochlea via an
electrode of the cochlear implant [12]. The data it yields are
currently applied in various methods of Wtting speech processors [13–16]. When NRT data are collected directly
after implantation, we are much better informed about the
ability to stimulate spiral ganglion cells. This information
might help us to verify the position and function of the
implanted electrodes.
The main question that is addressed in this study is to
what extent the electrode position is determinative in the
electrophysiological functioning of the cochlear implant
system.
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Table 1 Patients’ characteristics
Male/Female

2/3

Mean age at implantation (range)

58.8 (45–75)

Mean age of deafness (range)

28.3 (4–45)

between October 2005 and November 2005 at the University Medical Center Utrecht. In all patients, the electrodes
were inserted as planned, that is according to the insertion
depth that had been set out. There were no surgical problems or complications. The patient characteristics are
shown in Table 1. The causes of deafness in these patients
were meningitis, a congenital and hereditary etiology, and
trauma. In one patient, no etiology could be identiWed.
Electrode impedance measurement
The device was activated using the Windows-based Diagnostic and Programming System software (Win-DPS,
release version 126) provided by the manufacturer
(Cochlear Corp., Lane Cove, Australia). The stimuli consisted of biphasic current pulses presented at a level of 100
clinical current units, which is approximately 76 A, and an
impulse duration of 25 s/phase. In the present study, the
EI was measured in common ground (CG) mode intra-operatively. In this mode, the impedance is measured between
an intracochlear electrode and all other intracochlear electrodes coupled in parallel. Shortcut or open-circuit electrodes were not considered for data analysis. According to
the speciWcations of the manufacturer, this implied the
exclusion of data with impedances below 0.7 and above
20 kOhm, respectively.
ECAP measurement
The registration procedure of the ECAP responses was
identical to the one we used in previous experiments [17].
The initial examination took place intra-operatively immediately after implantation. The ECAP responses were
recorded using a computer equipped with NRT software,
version 3.0, distributed by the Cochlear Corporation. We
used a modiWed version of the protocol described by Abbas
et al. [18]. Our test parameters are presented in Table 2.
The stimulation mode was monopolar (MP1 mode), using
Table 2 ECAP test parameters

Materials and methods
Subjects
Five adult patients were included in this study. All of them
were subsequently implanted with a Nucleus Contour
cochlear implant (Cochlear Corp., Lane Cove, Australia)
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Stimulation rate

80 Hz

Pulse width

25 s

Masker level

+5 CL above probe level

Masker probe interval

500 s

Gain/number of sweeps

60 dB/100 or 40 dB/200

Delay

100 s
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the extra cochlear ball reference electrode. Masker
advance, which is the masker-probe interval, was Wxed at
500 s. As a rule, the sampling delay, i.e., the interval
between stimulation and initiation of sampling, was set at
100 s. In the event of ampliWer saturation, the delay was
adjusted until a satisfactory response was obtained. The
ampliWer gain was set at 60 dB but was decreased to 40 dB
in cases of ampliWer saturation. We set the number of
sweeps at 100, whereas Abbas set it at 50. In conformance
with the Abbas protocol, we set the pulse duration at 25 s
per phase. The stimulation levels are described in terms of
current level (CL), a quantity deWned by the Cochlear Company. The CL ranges from 1 to 255 current units (CU),
which corresponds to electrical currents from 10 A to
1.75 mA. Our aim was to test 22 electrodes (electrodes 1–
22) intra-operatively. The electrodes selected for recording
were two positions above the stimulation electrode. Thus,
for each patient, we selected the second electrode, N + 2,
from the stimulation electrode, N, in the apical direction.
An exception was made for electrodes 21 and 22, for which
the recording electrodes were 19 and 20, respectively.
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Fig. 1 HRCT image with an MPR in the plane of the electrode array

analyzing the correlation between the ECAP, electrode
impedance versus electrode distance.

Imaging
Results
Multislice CT was performed 6 weeks after implantation but
before the Wrst Wtting of the speech processor, using the Philips Brilliance 64-slice CT (Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland, OH, USA). The patients were scanned with the
following parameters, according to the imaging protocol we
used in previous experiments [11]: 140 kV; eVective tube
current – time product of 260 mA/s; rotation time 0.5 s. In
order to maximize spatial resolution, the collimation was
reduced to 2 £ 0.5 mm. To reduce aliasing artifacts a low
pitch factor of 0.35 was used. The corresponding measures of
local exposure dose (CT dose indices, CTDI) was 136 mGy.
An ultrahigh resolution mode was used for image acquisition. A corresponding ultrahigh resolution Wlter was applied
for image reconstruction. In order to further optimize resolution, a Weld of view of 51 mm was chosen, resulting in a pixel
size of 0.1 mm. Datasets were transferred to a workstation
(Easyvision; Philips, Best, The Netherlands) where 3-D
reconstructions were created using multiplanar reformation
(MPR), i.e., calculating slices along arbitrary sections. In our
study, an MPR was made parallel to the basal turn of the
cochlea and perpendicular to the modiolus and thus in the
plane of the electrode array. Window width and window
level were adjusted until both the cochlear tissues and the
individual electrodes could be visualized.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were carried out with Wessa statistical software [19]. The Kendall tau rank correlation was used

In all Wve patients the electrode arrays were fully inserted,
and this was conWrmed by HRCT (Fig. 1). After initial data
analysis the distance of the apical electrodes to the modiolus could not be visualized. The distance of the more
basally located electrodes could be reliably assessed, however. In general, about half of all the electrodes inserted
could be identiWed separately (range 8–14). With the limitation of not being able to analyze the more apical part of the
array, it was decided to restrict our investigation to the data
of electrodes one, four, and seven, as these electrodes could
be clearly distinguished in all Wve patients. Moreover, possible diVerences between electrophysiological parameters
presumably are more apparent with a larger inter-electrode
distance.
The distance from the three examined electrodes toward
the modiolus is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that in all Wve
patients a decrease in electrode distance is clearly visible.
Second, we investigated the relationship between the
electrode position, the EI, and the ECAP. No shortcut or
open-circuit electrodes were measured. In patient 3, no
ECAP recordings could be obtained on the study electrodes
since the surgical procedure had to be shortened for
anesthesiological reasons. No correlation was found
between the EI and electrode position. A correlation was
found between the electrode distance and the ECAP with a
96% probability using Kendall’s rank correlation. In Fig. 3
the electrode–modiolus distance is plotted against the
ECAP levels.
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Fig. 2 Distance electrode–modiolus

Fig. 3 Electrode–modiolus distance versus ECAP

Discussion
In this study, we examined the value of HRCT in assessing the electrode position of cochlear implant recipients.
Using an MPR in the plane of the electrode array enabled
us to count the number of implanted electrodes in all
patients. HRCT seems to have a clear advantage over the
previously used plain Wlm radiography with the standard
Stenvers projection. With modern multislice CT scanning,
more detailed information can be gathered on the intracochlear electrode position. Thus it may be helpful in the
assessment of intracochlear damage after implantation,
such as degradation of the modiolar wall [20]. When
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determining the exact position of the electrode in the
cochlea, it was diYcult to identify the separate electrodes
in relation to the modiolus. This was mainly due to image
degradation caused by partial volume eVects, but metallic
artifacts of the electrode array also posed a problem [7, 9,
10]. The window depth in our software conWguration limited us in visualizing the three extreme contrasts we
wanted to investigate: the Xuid compartment of the
cochlea; the bony structures of the cochlea and modiolus;
and the radiopaque electrode array. In the future, technical
improvements in both soft- and hardware will further
improve the spatial resolution in HRCT under such
extreme contrast conditions.
The second part of this study addressed the relation
between electrode distance and electrophysiological parameters. First of all we evaluated the possible relationship
between the EI and the electrode–modiolus distance. We
could not demonstrate such a relationship. We presume that
this is due to the small number of electrodes that we measured. In an earlier study, however, we analyzed the electrical impedance in 52 Nucleus Contour electrode arrays. This
showed us a small decrease in electrical impedance in the
apical direction. This decrease was especially notable in the
Wrst Wve electrodes [21]. One explanation of this observation is that the more basally located electrodes are less
‘modiolus-hugging’ than the apical ones. The higher electrical impedance can be explained by the larger Xuid compartment, which leads to more growth of less conductive
Wbrous tissue.
A signiWcant correlation was found between the electrode–modiolus distance and the ECAP. Our data suggest
that a higher electrode–modiolus distance leads to a higher
ECAP. Again the small number of electrodes that could be
investigated was a limitation in our analysis. Electrode
stimulation led to selective triggering of auditory nerve
groups. In this process, many factors are important; the
electrode–modiolus distance is just one part of this complex
process.
In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that electrode–modiolus distance is of importance in the stimulation
of the auditory nerve Wbers. In the development of new
cochlear implant systems, optimizing the electrode positioning in relation to the modiolus may inXuence the functional outcome. Further development in HRCT will help us
to analyze the electrode positioning postoperatively. This
should further increase and reWne our insight in the importance of electrode positioning in relation to aspects of electrophysiological functioning. This may eventually lead to
an improvement in the functioning of cochlear implant systems in hearing impaired persons.
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